
Campsites on the Island of Krk
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The Island of Krk - the northernmost and the largest Croatian island 

(also the camper-friendliest island on the Adriatic) is an ideal place for 

campers. So close, just a few hours’ ride from Trieste or Villach, and here 

you are on the island! Here you are, embraced by the Mediterranean, in 

secluded sandy coves, the shade of centuries old pine trees, enjoying the 

beauty of the one and only blue Adriatic. 

To enjoy the wonders of the island, you need not take a long exhausting 

trip or wait for a ship or ferry. You will get to the Island of Krk quickly 

and simply - over a bridge!

Campers discovered the island a long time ago, and naturists were 

among the first and the most loyal guests on the Island of Krk! This 

is due to the fact that the camps on Krk are situated at the most 

beautiful locations on the island, right by the sea, offering unique 

views and an exceptional natural ambient. The quality of the camping 

facilities, impeccable toilets & bathrooms, good supply, accessibility and 

hospitality are the main features. 

We are presenting the best 10 camps on the Island of Krk! Each camp is 

a beautiful story about nature, the luxury of enjoying a starry sky and 

warm mistral wind, and each of them can become your own little island 

of peace, pleasure, friendship and rest. 

So spoil yourself by the tastes, enjoy the smell of sage and the screams of 

seagulls, the blue depths and magnificent views. Breathe in the healthy 

sea air filled with salt, relax in the greenery, find joy in the numerous 

island events and enjoy the quiet of your green camping oasis with your 

dearest ones.

Discover the diverse and rich natural world on the Island of Krk, its 

history and culture that have been created for millennia. Whether you 

are just wonderfully lazing around in the shade outside your trailer or 

walking around the island trails, riding a bike or diving, whether you are 

playing with your children or sailing... you will find a unique island here, 

just for yourself. 

 

Welcome!



Camping Ježevac 4*
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Plavnička 37, HR - 51500   KRK
Tel.: +385 (0) 52 465 010, Fax.: +385 (0) 52 460 199, e-mail: camping@valamar.com
www.camping-adriatic.com

Camping Ježevac
Camping Ježevac is located next to a Blue Flag beach just a few minutes’ 

walk from the historic town of Krk. It’s the ideal choice for an action-

packed family holiday by the sea as it offers plenty of recreational and 

entertainment options for all ages.

You can choose from the most comfortable pitches located by the 

sea or ones situated in the shade of pine trees. If you prefer luxury 

accommodation, then choose a premium camping home for families or 

couples in the new Lungomare Premium Village close to the sea and the 

picturesque promenade.

Have a great time on the family beach or adult beach, and enjoy the 

enchanting view of the Kvarner islands. Take advantage of the many 

amenities within easy reach, ranging from a bar and bistro with a stage for 

evening events, the kids club and playground, to sports pitches and open-

air massage. 

In 2018, brand new and exciting facilities await at Camping Ježevac: new 

pools with waterslides and a sunbathing area, new sandy beaches, new 

premium camping homes, a new beach restaurant and a new pool snack 

bar.



Camping Resort Krk 5*



Narodnog preporoda 80
HR - 51500 KRK
Tel.: +385 (0) 52 465 010
Fax.: +385 (0) 52 460 199
e-mail: camping@valamar.com
www.camping-adriatic.com

KRK

PLAVNIK

GALUN

KRK

Camping Resort Krk
The first 5* family eco-campsite in Croatia, opens the season with a handful of 

exciting amenities. There are pools and sunbathing locations, beautiful homes 

with a garden terrace, and a children’s playground, and even better landscaped 

greenery around them. In addition to quality, this attractive campsite will spoil 

you with its location along beautiful beaches, just a few minutes from the centre 

of the town of Krk.

Fully equipped and spacious sites in the shade of olive trees will provide you with 

first-class accommodation. For those who love the most spectacular views, far 

from any traffic, there is the Bella Vista Premium Village with mobile homes for 

families, romantic couples, and hedonists. Maro Clubs, Teens Lounge and a new 

water park will delight children of all ages, and you will surely be attracted by the 

mini SPA oasis with saunas and relaxing treatments. For a real homey atmosphere 

in the middle of the campsite there is a “Piazza” - a market square with shops and 

a restaurant which is sure to become your favourite spot for your morning coffee.

No family resort is complete without a great beach. The Camping Resort Krk 

beach is a real tame gravel family paradise.

Since 2015, the campsite has been a member of “Leading Campings of Europe” 

and has received the ADAC/ANWB Best Campsite 2017 award.
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Crikvenička 10, HR - 51500 KRK
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 221 581, 221 580
Fax: +385 (0) 51 222 429
e-mail: info@camp-bor.hr
www.camp-bor.hr

Camping Bor - Krk
is located close to the town center of Krk and just a

few minutes from the beach. It is surrounded by ancient

drywalls and imbued with aromatic oil scents that give the

area an impression of a real island.

The camp units are scattered in the shadow of cultivated

olive trees. The camp store and the modern sanitary

facilities with washing machines will make your everyday

activities less of a chore.

In our restaurant, we will prepare for you our local

specialties and complement them with excellent wines

produced in our cellars that draw on a one hundred-yearold

tradition of island wine-makers.

After your meal, you can take a pleasant walk along the

shepherd trails.



Narodnog preporoda 51, HR - 51500 Krk
Srećko Krajačić
Mob: +385 98 218 218
e-mail: camper.felix@gmail.com

Skrpčić  29, HR - 51500  KRK
Mob: +385 (0) 98 491 807
info@camp-marta-krk.com

Camper stop Felix - Krk
CamperStop Felix is located in the very town of Krk, 0.3 km from 

the city center. The beach is only 0.3 km away and the super-

market just 0.1 km. CamperStop Felix has 5 units with electricity 

connection, toilet and bathroom, living area with a barbecue. 

Wi-Fi is also available. The facility is open all year round.

The Marta Campsite - Krk
A 4-star campsite for a relaxing holiday where everyone feels good: youngsters, 

older people and families with children.

The campsite has 20 very big, beautifully landscaped pitches, under olive and fig 

trees, all equipped with an electric hook-up, water and internet connection.

A small restaurant, modern and nicely decorated sanitary facilities, a washing 

machine will add to your pleasant and relaxed stay in the campsite.

There is a children’s playground, a table tennis area, a football pitch and a 

basketball court at 100 metres.

The campsite is situated in the western part of the island of Krk, 1,5 km from the 

beautiful Jert bay with three beaches that offer a variety of entertainment and 

free parking.

Kind owners will advise you on what to see and where to go on Krk and the 

surrounding islands. They will also show you the way to the fabulous hidden 

beaches which can be reached by walking down old shepards’ paths.
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Glavotok 4, HR - 51500 KRK
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 867 880, Fax: +385 (0) 51 867 882

e-mail: info@kamp-glavotok.hr
www.kamp-glavotok.hr

Camping Glavotok
Glavotok Camp is located on the golden island of Krk,
surrounded by lush vegetation, Mediterranean woods
and the crystal clear Adriatic Sea. For years, Glavotok and
Šotovento (the western part of the island) have attracted
numerous tourists due to their natural beauty and peace.
Glavotok Camp offers you mobile homes and large
pitches. Up-to-date sanitary facilities ensure the highest
standards of cleanliness.
Domestic food, fresh fish, olive oil and vegetables are
the basis of all dishes characteristic for this area. In our
Glavotok Restaurant we prepare dishes under a baking lid
in a traditional manner.
By constructing the first plant water treatment facility
in the Republic of Croatia, which through a pool system
treats wastewater using cane in a completely natural way,
we have made our small contribution to a common goal
– nature preservation.
Glavotok and Šotovento (the western part of the island)
offer several pebble and rocky beaches where you can
relax and enjoy the beauties of the Adriatic.
Next to the camp, there is a Holm Oakwood (2,5 acres)
– one of the protected forest reserves in the Republic of
Croatia.
At a walking distance from the camp, there is a small
village of Glavotok with a Franciscan monastery (tertiary
Glagolitic monks) and a Church of St. Mary built in 1507.
The monastery has an important cultural significance,
especially for the Croatian-Glagolitic heritage. Strolling by
the sea or further down the village Milohnić, you should
also visit a small church of St. Krševan – a world heritage
monument.
Visit Glavotok Camp and enjoy nature, unique sunsets,
cultural heritage of the island of Krk, Mediterranean
cuisine and numerous sport activities.



Glavotok d.o.o.
Kamp odmorište „KRK“, Sv. Petar bb, 51500 Krk, HR
Tel. +385 51 867 880 / +385 51 619 074, MOB: 00385 91 602 3134
Fax. +385 51 867 882
info@kamp-glavotok.hr
www.kamp-glavotok.hr

 

Camper stop „Krk“
Camper stop “Krk” is situated in the city of Krk, close to
various tourist contents in the city and only 2 km from
the sea and the beaches.
The newly built camper stop offers 16 comfortable
pitches for campers with electricity and water supply,
SAT, camper service and two family bathrooms. Next
to the reception, there is an area with barbecue and the
place for relaxation and socialization. WIFI is available
throughout the camper stop.
The camper stop is open all year round, representing the
first and only such accommodation type on the island.
The closeness of Krk Island to the European markets and
its connectedness to the mainland via the Krk Bridge
make our camper stop in the city of Krk easily accessible
and extremely well-positioned. The camper stop is
located near the main road D 102 and the center of the
city of Krk.
The island of Krk has a rich year-round offer of various
sports and recreational activities. For an active holiday
on the island, there are numerous hiking and biking trails
that enable lovers of active holidays to spend their time
outdoors and enjoy the Krk mild Mediterranean climate.

OPEN ALL

YEAR ROUND
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Obala 94, HR – 51521 Punat
Tel. +385 51 655 800 / +385 51 854 020
e-mail: camp.pila@falkensteiner.com
www.hoteli-punat.hr

The Pila Camp - Punat
...is located in the heart of Punat under the green pine 

trees that provide shelter from the hot summer sun. 

Only a promenade imbued with the scents of tamaris 

separates the camp from the beach stretching along 

the camp fence.

Walking along the promenade you will reach the 

town center in which you can spend pleasant 

evening hours. For those who wish to spend a quieter 

vacation, we recommend a walk or a boat ride 

towards the numerous lonely sandy beaches.

A well-equipped camp with kind staff guarantees 

you a carefree vacation. You can book your stay in 

advance in order to secure one of the more attractive 

parcels by the sea.

The modern sanitary facilities include a laundry 

room, a kitchen, a bathroom for disabled people, and 

a pet shower. In front of the camp you can anchor 

smaller boats, and there is an organized boat trailer 

parking area.

The camp includes grocery stores, a bakery, a kiosk 

offering local and international newspapers, a fruit 

and vegetable stand, and a souvenir shop. The rich 

offering also includes a grill restaurant, a café, and a 

bistro on the beach.

Visit us and enjoy every ray of sunshine and every 

drop of the crystal clear sea on the most beautiful 

coast in the Mediterranean!



The Konobe Naturist 
Camp - Punat
...is located only 3 kilometers from Punat. It stretches 

over the mild slopes of a protected cove forming 

terraced parcels offering a beautiful view of the sea 

and the Kvarner Bay islands.

To live in nature with nature is exactly the experience 

one gets in this camp. All camp amenities and 

activities are adjusted to be in harmony with 

the natural environment; the intimacy and the 

naturalness of stone and greenery are preserved. A 

fragment of this beautiful nature can be yours! Book 

in advance!

The campsite stretches along a 250 meter-long rocky 

beach with pebble-covered areas on which there are 

nicely arranged and well-equipped sunbathing areas.

The existing sanitary facilities were renovated and 

new ones were built in order to improve the quality 

of our services.

The campsite includes a grocery store, a grill 

restaurant, and the Polinezija ambiance grill 

restaurant.

You can enjoy numerous land & water sports 

activities at the camp. You have at your disposal a 

launching area for boats as well. One of the nearby 

small ports is just waiting to be discovered by you!

For more than several decades now we have 

cultivated here, in our untouched piece of nature, a 

free body culture. Allow that freedom to bring you 

relaxation, peace and pleasure while enjoying the 

sounds of the sea and the whiteness of our sandy 

beaches.
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OBALA 94, HR - 51521 PUNAT
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 854 036, Tel.: +385 (0) 51 854 049
e-mail: camp.konobe@falkensteiner.com
www.hoteli-punat.hr



Marušina 1 , HR - 51521 Punat
Tel.: +385 (0)98 327 109
e-mail: mrakov_@hotmail.com
www.marusinaolivehills.com

DRAGA

MALI

BAŠKA

MALINSKA

Camp-Agritourism
Marušina Olive Hills - Punat
The agritourism type camp Marušina Olive Hills offers both the
tranquility of a Mediterranean arboretum amidst olive gardens 
and the immediate vicinity of the popular resort town of Punat. 
The latter is known for the first Croatian marina and beaches of 
breathtaking beauty along a full 7 km of coastline between the
Bay of Punat and Stara Baška.
Although the campsite is only 270 m away from the shoreline, its
60 m elevation above the sea level results in a beautiful panorama
of the entire Bay of Punat with the marina, the islet of Košljun
and the Franciscan monastery in the lush grove on the islet in the
foreground.
The beach Dunat with a wakeboard and a diving school is in
vicinity of the campsite, while the main beach of Punat and the
extraordinarily beautiful beaches outside the Bay of Punat are at a 
5 minute ride.
The hiking trails and rock-climbing sites of southern Krk are just a
brief hike from the camp.
The most striking feature of these plateaus, steep slopes and cliffs
is the extreme karst (found only on Krk, Rab and Pag) and its visual 
effects: dazzlingly white limestone wasteland, opaque colors of the 
sparse Mediterranean vegetation, crystal-clear atmosphere and 
sea, the sheer quantity of light and the contrast between vivid and 
dark colors. These same visual effects are what makes the beaches 
of Punat and Baška unique not only by Croatian standards.



Put Zablaća 100, HR - 51523 BAŠKA
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 864 164, Fax: +385 (0) 51 864 181
MOB: +385 (0) 98 798 931
e-mail: info@kamp-mali.hr
www.kamp-mali.hr

Palih boraca 4, HR - 51511  MALINSKA
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 859 905
Mob: +385 91 890 18 04
campdraga@gmail.com
www.campdraga.com

The Mali Campsite - Baška
...is located close to the beach of Baška.

The camp includes 22 parcels, a sanitary facility and a children’s playground. The 

guests can use the services of a nearby sports & recreational center as well.

If you want to spend a pleasant vacation in a family atmosphere with your chil-

dren, come to us. Pets are welcome as well.

The Draga Campsite - Malinska
...is located in the surroundings of the family house along with apartment accomodation, 

close to the centre of Malinska (350 m). It is a small campsite (10 camping spots) at a 

peaceful location, just 200 m away from the beach. You can reach the restaurants, shops 

and sport–recreational facilities in just a few minutes walk.

Tidy and neat sanitary blocks, family atmosphere, friendly hosts are at your disposal.



Camping Škrila 3*
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ŠKRILA St. Baška

Stara Baška 300, HR - 51521 PUNAT
Tel.: +385 (0) 52 465 010
Fax: +385 (0) 52 460 199
e-mail: camping@valamar.com
www.camping-adriatic.com

Camping Škrila
With more than 700 m of breathtaking coastline and fragrant Mediterranean 

greenery providing shade during long summer months, Camping Škrila it is an 

ideal destination for campers seeking a true island experience. Camping Škrila 

offers spacious pitches and camping spots as well as completely equipped mobile 

homes with sea views, a restaurant, beach bar and a self-service market. The 

greatest assets of this campsite are its natural surroundings and the exceptional 

beauty of the beaches within the campsite, from the main pebble beach to a 

pet friendly and a secluded naturist beach. With the quaint village of Stara Baška 

within walking distance and the vibrant town of Punat only a short drive away, 

Camping Škrila will provide you with the opportunity to experience the authen-

tic island lifestyle with crystal clear seas and unforgettable beaches.



Camping Zablaće 3*
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Put Zablaća 60, HR - 51523 BAŠKA,
Tel.: +385 (0) 52 465 010
Fax: +385 (0) 52 460 199
e-mail: camping@valamar.com
www.camping-adriatic.com

Camping Zablaće
Camping Zablaće offers a unique holiday experience over an area 

of 9 hectares alongside the attractive Vela Plaža Beach in Baška. In 

the campsite, you can choose spacious pitches and mobile homes 

located just a few steps from the beach. To make sure that you enjoy 

a carefree holiday, the campsite offers services and facilities for the 

entire family. There are restaurants and bars, a fun centre with water 

slides and a playground for children, a beach volleyball court, bakery, 

grocery store, and a souvenir shop. The fantastic pebbly beach is ideal 

for families due to its gentle entrance into the sea, sandy seabed, and 

the numerous amenities it offers. On the beach, you can rent a sun 

lounger and umbrella, try exciting water sports, or take sailing or 

diving lessons. In the nearby Hotel Corinthia-Baška, which is 100 m 

away, you have outdoor and indoor pools with water features and a 

fitness studio with 10 machines at your disposal.



Naturist Camping Bunculuka 4*
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BAŠKAKricin 30, HR - 51523 BAŠKA
Tel.: +385 (0) 52 465 010
Fax: +385 (0) 52 460 199
e-mail: camping@valamar.com
www.camping-adriatic.com

Naturist Camping Bunculuka
Naturist Camping Bunculuka is located in a romantic cove close 

to the centre of Baška. On one side it’s surrounded by rocks and 

green Mediterranean macchia ever-green shrubs whilst on the 

other side is the crystal clear sea that gently blends in with the 

fine white pebbles on the beach.

This campsite is distinguished by its terraced pitches enclosed by 

dry stone walls and broom bushes descending down to the sea. 

In addition to pitches, the campsite also offers modern mobile 

homes for couples and families.

On the fantastic pebbly naturist beach, you’ll find a variety 

of amenities and the Boneta Bistro & Lounge with its relaxing 

atmosphere. This unique bistro & lounge will thrill you with its 

stylish terrace where you can taste superb local specialities and 

cocktails while you admire the panoramic view of the sea and 

the nearby small island of Prvić.

In the campsite there is also a children’s playground as well 

as numerous sport facilities where our entertainment team 

organises fun games and various competitions for you.

Outside the campsite, you can use the pools and fitness studio 

in the Hotel Corinthia Baška, which is 2 km away, free of charge.
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Konjska bb, HR - 51515 ŠILO
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 852 120, 850 234
Fax: +385 (0) 51 864 793, 850 259
e-mail: campsilo@gppmikic.com
gpp-mikic@ri.t-com.hr
hotelmalin@ri.t-com.hr
www.hotelmalin.com

The Tiha Camp - Šilo
...is located in a cove bearing the same name along a long pebbly
and rocky beach facing the sun and the sea.
The Senj Channel stretches between the camp and the land
so that one can rightfully say that the sea makes here an
interception between man and civilization.
Šilo, a picturesque, fishermen’s town, is located only 500 m away
from the camp.
On a rocky promontory under the shade of pine trees we offer
accommodation in both apartments and mobile homes.
The camp includes a restaurant, a store, as well as the wellequipped
sanitary facilities and tennis courts.
Staying at our camp is a real challenge for nature-lovers; it’s a
place where you can really hear the sounds of the sea.



Klimno 8a, HR-51514 Dobrinj
Tel : +385(0)51 853 169, Fax: +385(0)51 859 027
e-mail: info@kampslamni.com.hr
www.kampslamni.com.hr

PLAVNIK

GALUN

Slamni Camp - Klimno
A four-star camp for the family, for holiday and health on the

sea coast, is situated at the north-eastern part of the island Krk,

in one of its most preserved oasis, in the village Klimno, in the

cove Soline, famous for its medicinal mud.

The shallow, warm sea in the small protected cove Slamni with

a pebble beach, to which the camp naturally gravitates, provides

a place for swimming and enjoying in sea activities to everyone,

especially small children.

The camp covers a surface of 7500 m2 and has 60 arranged lots

with water, electricity, sewage and Wi-Fi facilities. The camp also

contains completely furnished mobile homes, air-conditioned

and equipped with SAT-TV.

Modern toilet facilities, a grocery store, an autochthonous

tavern and a bistro with local specialties, a beach bar with live

music, sports activities (a fitness studio, an aqua park, a pool

for children and a jacuzzi for adults, a bocce court, a beach

volleyball field, table tennis, children’s playground, rent-a-bike,

about 60 km of arranged bike routes and promenades in the

surrounding coniferous forests of Dobirnj, etc.), as well as

entertaining programmes for children and adults, will try to

satisfy your every wish and idea for a perfect holiday.
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NJIVICE

Primorska cesta 41
HR - 51512 NJIVICE
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 846 168, 847 801
Fax: +385 (0) 51 846 168
e-mail: reservation@kampnjivice.hr
www.kampnjivice.hr

The Njivice Camp - Njivice
It is located near the town of Njivice. Once a small fishing village is

today one of the most beautiful destinations on the island with a

great combination of natural beauty and cultural heritage.

Camp Njivice spreads over 14 hectares of land along a beautiful

beach. One of the most beautiful beaches in the Kvarner region

makes camp Njivice most desirable destination for your vacation.

A rich offer, playgrounds, beautiful camping places by the sea,

modern sanitary facilities, comfortable mobile homes, animation

team and friendly staff are just some of the characteristics that

classify campsite Njivice among the best Croatian campsites.

Pitches at Camp Njivice are located near the beach and, to

improve your holiday experience, we have built them and

equipped to the highest standards of ADAC. Each pitch in the

camp Njivice is equipped with connections to water, electricity,

drainage, satellite TV and Wi-Fi and it is surrounded with low

stone walls combined with authentic Mediterranean plants. Near

the pitches there is a newly renovated modern sanitary facility,

whose specialty is a floor heating system so that the guests can

spend a pleasant spring and autumn holiday in the campsite.

Mobile homes are located just a few meters from the sea where

each mobile home offers beautiful view of the sea. Each mobile

home is modernly equipped and has a terrace with garden

furniture and a sun deck with the deck chairs.

A special feature of the camp is newly opened lounge bar Cabana

bar&more. Incorporated into the landscape of the beach, offers an

intimate enjoying of the magnificent view of the Kvarner bay.



 
NEW

2018
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PUŠĆA

OMIŠALJ

Pušća bb,  51513 Omišalj
Tel: +385 (0)53 663 381
e-mail: info@hadria.biz
www.campingomisalj.com 
GPS:  N 45° 12’ 39,614’’  E 14° 33’ 24,931’’

OMIŠALJ

Camp Omišalj – Omišalj
Newly renovated camp Omišalj is located by the coastline not far 

from the city of Omišalj, in a quiet bay Pušća. It occupies 8 hectares 

of land with the capacity of 900 persons.

This fragrant oasis will become your favorite spot for family 

camping and relaxation. Among various different types of 

accommodation anyone can find the ideal type for himself.

Parcels are equipped according to the highest ADAC standards, 

and the vast mobile homes with covered terrace and a pool will 

give your camping holidays an entirely new perspective.

Modernly equipped sanitary facilities ensure the highest purity 

standards. You can taste the specialties of Mediterranean cuisine in 

our restaurant situated in a very attractive location with dazzling 

view of crystal clear sea. For cold refreshments you can check out 

our two beach bars. For those who love to relax in a pool, we have 

provided a great pool with an open sea view.

We offer our guests a wide range of sporting and entertainment 

activities. On various locations in the camp you can actively 

participate in a variety of programs designed for You by our 

entertainment team.

If You are looking for a place for luxury holidays in natural 

surroundings – camp Omišalj is the perfect place for You!

Forget about all the worries and spend the most enjoyable 

moments of your holiday in camp Omišalj.

*Any photographs are purely for illustration



AC “AMAR”
Njivine 8, Pinezići, HR - 51500  KRK
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 863 029
camp_amar@yahoo.com

Kamp “SV. DIONIZIJE”
Nikole Tesle 5, HR - 51521  PUNAT
Mob.: +385 (0)91 1654 357
camping.st.denis@hotmail.com
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www.krk.hr

TOURISM OFFICE ISLAND KRK
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 221 359, Fax: +385 (0) 51 222 336 / E-mail: tz-otoka-krka@ri.t-com.hr  /  www.krk.hr

TOURISM OFFICE KRK
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 221 414
E-mail: tz@tz-krk.hr
www.tz-krk.hr

TOURISM OFFICE PUNAT
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 854 860
Fax: +385 (0) 51 854 970
E-mail: info@tzpunat.hr
www.tzpunat.hr

TOURISM OFFICE BAŠKA
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 856 544
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 856 817
E-mail: tz-baska@ri.t-com.hr
www.tz-baska.hr

TOURISM OFFICE DOBRINJ
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 852 107
E-mail: tzo-dobrinj@ri.t-com.hr
www.tzo-dobrinj.hr

TOURISM OFFICE MALINSKA-DUBAŠNICA
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 858 254
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 859 207
E-mail: tzo-malinska@ri.t-com.hr
www.tz-malinska.hr

TOURISM OFFICE OMIŠALJ
Tel.: +385 (0) 51 846 243, 846 735
Fax.: +385 (0) 51 847 662
Omišalj: Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 841 042 
E-mail: info@visit-omisalj-njivice.hr
www.visit-omisalj-njivice.hr

TOURISM OFFICE VRBNIK
Tel./Fax: +385 (0) 51 857 479
E-mail: info@vrbnik.hr
www.vrbnik.hr
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